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V~riouSJ measurements made during ten ·eontrblled head fires' in the NeWT'

Foreat have been reported.by'Woolliscroft, who calculated that flame radiation

contributed significantly to the spreaa. Here~ these data are discussed'

turthe·r.

There are two or three apparently anomalous rates of spread which' one'

eannof resolve with ··the few data available, but' the rate of spread' is: broad'ly

related to the amount of fuel and the wind speed,

viz . ~ f-t,. = ~ -t- k- U

where R is; the rate of spread in m/s
fir iflll the bulk densaty of the fuel in kg/m3 (including water content)

U is; the wind speed m/s
~ . _I 2 1
.~ i~ 0.15 k~m s

lr is 0;16 kg/m3
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which is lower than the figureThese data give

An,estimate has been made of the attenuation coefficient 'k" in ~

relation between the emissivity of the flames Ct in: head: fires: and D the:

length of the flame zone, ~' ..t::> ."_

viz Cf =- I - -e
-1'+ 6-1k' = 0.10 m - 0.03 m

employed: by Woalliscroft and leads to lower estimates of flame rad"iation.

Although it would seem possible to attribute the effect of wind solely to its

effecrt on flame radiation, considerations of stability suggest that even these

lower.estimates. of flame radiation are toahigh (perhaps because the' 'f'I'ame: is

more like a series; of separate flames than a continuous one), and convecrtion'·· .

must play ~ !Ole ,at least ,camparable to flame radiation.

An equation for 'R' which is practically as: accurate as the above' and'

has some theoretical justification but is more complicated has been. obtained

by assuming he.ati~ by convection is proportional to wind speed;

I' ••
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THE RATES OF SPREAD OF HEAD FIRES IN GORSE AND HEATHER

by

P. H, Thomas

INTRODUCTION

Teams from the Fire Research Station, Boreham Wood, visited the New Forest

'.. iII March of each of the years: from 1965 to 1968 to make measurements; of the

rate of ,spread, the flame geometry and the ,heat transfer in various contvplled

burns in heat~land, gorse, etc. which could be regarded as experimental fires.

The data havre appeared in reports by Woolliscroft and tal'l1, and by Wolliscroft2,~4:

Wlliilst some features of the fires could be reconciled with theory it was clear,

that there were certain differences in behaviour between fires: in the field

and fires: in the laboratory.

The main conclusions of the work were:

(1)

'"

(2)

that the laboratory relationship between the flame deflection

ahd the wind speed appeared to be inadequate for describing,

behaviour in the field;

'that head fires spread! at a rate significantly faster than

", could be 'accounted for by 'radiation from the burning fuel

heating up the unburnt fueJ!.;

thkt head fires, though not nea:essarily Mcking and flank

fir~s, in mixed fuels containing an appreciable quantity

of 'dry grass probably spread as fast as they would if only
"the gras:m were present.

:.'

" '

It was suggested that there may well 1lIe a ct:Ontribution from forced corivecrlion
. f

to the heat transfer to the unburnt fuel ahead of the fire.

emissivity ..

the discrepaneieSJ revealed in, these are:',

to an overestimate of flame

Some of

,Woalliscroft made a number of detailed calculations: of the'heat balance
' .. , . '."::;. .

for the advancing fires.
, ." ';:... "

suggest~<f in thi~ paper as bed.ng due

and an overestimate of cooling lo~s.

I~ this report the data are considered in further detail from which it '

would appear that with some reservations it is possible to correlate the

rates of spread of most of the reported burns with the bulk density of the

fuel and the ,wind speed. '. ,
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~e shall, first present an empiri~al corr~lation of the data and follow it by

giving a, partial theorerlicaJ. basis for themo

THE RA'DES OF SPREAD OF BEAD FIRES - EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Table 1"- presents relevant da~a taken from the four reports referenced

Ebove. Same other data appear in Table ?I. Two fires, one in still air and:

the other a flank fire, are included in Table'1 'in order to get values of the

rate of spread corresponding to zero wind speed.

EMPIRICAL CORRELATIONS

Figure 1 shows the bulk density of material burnt against the initial bulk .

density. We take W'lw = rtfRwhere w: is; the fuel per wind area and 'the J.

refers ·to· the' amount burnt.,

Figure 2 shows how the fraction burnt decreases with moisture ~ontent•
...

w' = ~ = 0.8-
W. f.4r.

Other data in references (1) and (2)
: .- ,",

-----··{1)

which are not included in Table 1 show that

backing fires, like the still air fire, burn out more of the fuel than head:

fires for the same moisture content n The result~ for the two head fires where

the moisture ~ontents of the various fuels in the 'mixture were different and

recorded sepa!ately, euggest that the moisture content of the driest fuel,

grass, is most useful as a measure of the fraction of fuel finally burnt in

those fires. The estimates made by Wqolliscroft for fues 1967/2, 1967/Jo lie

close to the line. For the range of these data, there does; not appear- to' be

m significant effe~ of wind spee~ on the relation between fraction burnt and

moisture content. If { is; taken as a frarlion of the initial dry weight
fj, D'I ' ,

of fuel that,rralrlion illll (1 * m) f.~( fl. which decreases: less rapidly with m

than does I'~ I~ but the decrease is still marked and over the range

0.2<: m ~ 0.6 is appro~ately0.9 - 0.8 m.

'..Tn iriterpretating relations involVing /il an~ f.v it must be remembered

that /Jr was measured by direlrl weighing while ~ WaS' estimated from

an examination of the loss in weight and loss of volume of various types of

fuel, needles, twigs etc. in the warious size fractions.

Figure 3 shows the maSS rate of burning per unit width perpendicular to

the direction of travel of the fire front for the different wind speeds.

The mass rate of burning per unit width of fire front mUltiplied by the

ealorific value of the fuel is commonly described as the fire intensity.

- 2 -
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There axe. three gross departures from the curve , Fire 1967/2 was mentioned

by Voolliscroft as spreading sporadically through sparse f,lel, having to be

relit at times. Fire 1966/4 he suggested as perhaps bei~ better regarded as

a grass. fire in which the fuel, other than the grass, burnt behind the main

front without influencing it and so should be regarded as a graes fire. The

flame Lengbha. were more consistent with this view. If this view is again
pi .

taken the effective bulk density of burnt material I J., is ..that ?f the grass

alone, viz 0.72 mgfcm3 and the result is then close to the line drawn ith

Fig.. 30 The main difficulty with this vie"klli is that it only appliea to certaci.n

fires. Such 8.. view reduces, «~ for the third exceptional fire 1967/3,

increasing the departure from the main trend and it couLd..affect other fires

in mixed fuelaci These latter two fires. are both in mixed fuels (as are some

others) but there are. too few data for' comparable fuel mixtures to explore

any anomalous. behaviour. The two fires for which the, height of the fuel

was very different from the others "lie on the general trend and could be

regarde'd as showing the importance of fuel mass; per unit volume (bulk density)

as oppoaed to fuel mass. per unit ~round area (fuel loading). By including

8J. mean value of A H, the head; req,uired to raise 1 Kgm of fuel to ignition, it

La possible to represent the vertical aria in Figo 3 as a scale of nominal

forwau-dJ. heat flux and this scale has been included in the right-hand sideo

The value of Rf:AH for still air is about 50-100 K!t1/m
2,

typical of the

radiation f!'Om the solids burning in the fuel bed.

The line dratsn in Fig. 3 is

100 R.f~ = 605 + 8 U

Figure} shows that there is a.. real correlation between 'R j>~ and U but
0"not 'that Rand J.(, are related inversely. This reciprocity between R

and f~) a. characleristic previously demonstrated for still air fireS5 ,. is;

shown in: Figure 4 where R has been normalised to a still adr value by

plotting an eqUivalent rate

viz
R

11 + 0.065 W
0.080

against:; 1/[t
I

The reciprocity between. R and r", is seen to be valid aver a, range

of 4 to 1 in.pL 1Iljith the two exceptions of fire 1967/2 (see. commen.ta 8I.bove)

and fire 1967)30
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We shall later show that the contribution of flame radiation 1scorrelated

with wind speed. and that the upward trend with U is partly due to this.

The radiation. from flames is dependent on wind speed through its effect on

flame length and flame deflection and both may be affected by changes in

radiating temperatures owing to the effect of the wind on combustion.

Van wagner6 snd Woolliscroft3 have given the geometric expression for th~ .

change in radiation as & function of deflection.

SLOW AND FAST. FIRE SPREAD

*It will be shown below thatlrbolliscroft calculations of flame radiation

were too high.

- 4 -
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CONVECTION

It is difficult to formulate a detailed or exact model allowing for

convection of hot gases through the'fuel bed in advance of the fire but a few

simple calculations can be made to indicate whether such a mechanism is

relevant here.

A rough estimate of the minimum possible contribution of the convection

neglecting loss from this fuel bed may be made as follows.

In high winds one can assume that hot gases flow horizontally through the
"

fuel bed at a velocity related to that measured just above. Clearly, the

fuel exerts some drag on the main air stream. If regarded as a rigid body

there would be no flow in the fuel bed itself and if treated as exerting no

drag, the velocity would approach the free stream value 'UI except that ground

shear would keep it less than U. Based on Woolliscroft's measurements of bulk

density, specific suXiace, etc., a rough'estimate neglecting ground shear

(see Appendix r) shows that downwind of the fire front where the flow is

horizontal the mean velocity of the gases within the fuel bed" may be as

little as 1/10 of the velocity above the fuel bed. Near to the fire front,. ,

that"is before 'the wind has been slowed down by lIDburnt fuel,_ one must expect
. '

higher values •.,

Dif~erences between the fuel beds affect the calculation but in view of

the crudity of :the estimates a single value of 1/10 is taken, so that the

conve~tion 'flU:X;~~~ is written as ~. 1/10 UKa- fra.B, where -fer is the density

of the gases~' (.(~ their specific heat and e their temperature rise above

ambient at the fire front.

T?e heat bal~ce equations in references (5) and (7) which are discussed

in greater detail below, can accommodate this term by replacing the forward fuel
• I •• ~

e • I!.. If I &
bed radiation flux, viz l~€e. by \e.~e. -+ <1c where l B1/Tt is the black

body radiation flux from the burning solids and Ea is their emissivity.

Where t-(3, I'\,;- I we introduce an effective forward flux

If we neglect flame radiation and cooling (see Appendix 2) we have

+ .~
IO,4K

•

an equation which roughly follows the form of the data in Fig.3. For

U = 4 m/s (roughly the upper limit for these data) the maximum contribution

- 5 -
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kg
-2,-1

111 s

term is

1.3 x- 290. e
'4xO.1 l!l. cr : 8)'03

is taken as 1.0, x 106 Jjkg

IiIlS 1 x 103 Jjkg-l deg C-1

~ 1.3 ~~e kg ne3

to the flux of this

A(~fi!)~

where ~l-j

t\f
tfr

t9 is the rise above an ambient absolute temperature T in deg C

.A('R.f~) <. 0.15 kg rm-2 s -1 which approaches a half of the increase above

atill air values im Fig. (3)0

Ve cannot exclude conve<i:tion at this stage especially near the fire front

where the'velocity will be higher and certainly we carmot rosily estimate the
,I > •

relative contribut~ons of convection and flame radiation. Later in this

paper we shall in fact make a heat balance in some detail and estimate an
, , " JI'

empirical value of 9c>

THE: EFFECT OF MOISTURE

If AI{· ; is 'the heat required to raise fuel to ignition then the heat flux

which must'be'supplied to thin fuel to allow the flame to propagate is I\~·AI-/.
If, in mixed fuels, only thin fuel burns, the remaining thick fuel will have

taken up SOIIlll heat. Then. I<.ft. Aol-\ is a maximuni value (not all the interi'or

of thick fuel is heated). However, some fuel which is not heated to ignition

may be ignited (and burnt) by the ignited thin fuel and mayor may not

contribute to, the spread; we hav.e to choose pragmatically whether (\ ft-At-i
or Rp! 6.1-\ is the better measure of the heat flux required to ignite the fuel.

Alccordingly we have analysed the data statistically, excIudd.ng those which

Iilippear for .var-roue reasons to be anomalous. The results are summarised iiI

Table 2.

..,
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can be

·Ta.ble 2

, -.

l} fS'/.; ..- ... 'J
1A· R~AH/10 bJ/m

2 ·57 + ·2Tif4(U-tJ) + 3..06 (m-iii) 33% ~='1 o6"r;S"- -- . - . -

m == 38.4:

~ ,. 2
2302 + 9.6(U-tJ) + 0.36 (m-iii) 1,9% 1-964/2, 1967/21m '" AW10 kM(fIIJ ·Excluding

1967/3

10 100 RfL 'k;g/s 43 + 1703(~) + 1.53 (~m) 3~

1D 100 fef~ kgj s 1806+7.1 (U-1W) 23%

R.~AH/1 0 llli/m2 *2A 43.6 + 9.2 (u-tr) 54% tT == 1.57 m/s- == 35%m

~' 2 (U-ilii) 26%2B ,,"M\!10 kw/m. 21.4 ... 707 Excluding above fires
and 1967/6

20 100 ~fl.- kgj m
2

s 36 08 + 9.0 (u-tT) 46%

100({~ ~m2g 1802 + 7.3 (u-u) 24% *2D un term not significant

From: Fig. w.e have

0.45 (1 - 0.02:: (m-m) )

Iill!ld near the mean value of moisture content the calculation of ~l-t
written as A\-( = 1260 (1 + 00017 (m-iii» kilojoule/kg,

Sina.e fAr is the measured density of wet fuel

!J,. <= f~ (1+1~0) ~ 1038(1.+0.007 (m-m»

\Vii th these relations the four regressions in the first set (1. - 1D) are

roughly consistent with each other and all indicate that ~ increases as. m

increases. - a reault cqruite contrary to expectation.

However, 'the significance of tha 1 m' term is lost if fire 1967/6 is.

excluded and the second set of regresaions (2A - 2D) in Table 2 show thes'e

modified results. Since m in this small sample is correlated. with fuel

height, bulk density and fuel composition (fire 1967/6 had the highest

moisture content and is_.one of the two gorse fires), it is possible that its

relevance in the analysis is compounded with other effects, though the use

of these instead of 'm' worsens.. tha correlation.

-7-



Some support, albeit indirect, for the view. that· the gorse fire 1967/6 is

different from the others is seen in the data for the duration of flaming,.

viz t6. This, derived from measurements of 'D' the length of the flaming

ZIOns and the rate of spread, is shown in Fig. 5, where fire 1967/6 is separatied

from the other head fires. The above equations for r:~1. and AI1 showI l~
that the effects of m on A.. and .4.11 la.rgely cancel out each other, so that

regression 2B may be regarded as the most satisfactory of the regressions

although not the best statistically.

-Regression 1D

-2 -2
= 7 x 10 ... 7 J[ 10 1J)

approxtnates to the line drawn in Fig. 3~

Regression (2B) is 0 I
, RJ.L- 4f.1 =

10
9 + 8 V

am

and the use of to(,- for prediction

A· possible reason for this would be

by R... and some variations

,
However fir is not lmown a priori

introduces. more uncertainty than -t' .
. - I' I~
that t~e value of .: !.$-' .is to some extent determined

im f4:. compensa~e, for:'some of those in '"' •

;; For these Ne";' Forest fires it is provisionally best therefore to take

equation insensitive to' m (except in its small effect on ~~ ) by

incorporating

f,J,. = 0.45 !ob
into regression 1D viz

R. folr- = 0.15 + 0.16 U kgfm
2a

Returning to Fig. (5) we see that t B increasea with 'm' at a much higher

rate than ~ any of the other quantities, so that the rate of spread varies

only weakly if at all with ' m' despite the more, slower rate of eonsumption

of a. wet fuel!. element and the consequent greater value of D for wet fuel.

The increase im D. temlis to increase 'E+ and the contribution of flame

radiatio2Jl whattev.eJr other effects tend to -decreaae it. Inserting the estimated

values of ~ H which depend on m into the empirical correlation has not

improved it, on the contrary it has slightly worsened it.

-8-



HEAT· .BALANCE

In ordez-rto relate the above correlations more closely to theory we must

first discusa the radiation attenuation coefficient for the flame"

=

Flama emissivity and the effective flame thiclmesa

~ approxf.mate formula for the emis sivi ty of a flame of thiclmess

l -kb-e..

-l> is

---(4)=

Strictly this applies only to one wave J!.ength of radiation, but empirically

determinec1 values of ' k' are: sometimes oonveni.entIy used to corre'l.ate flame

data" 'Here:~; there is the additional problem of the varying flame thiclmess

and w.e ,shall therefore consider a characteristic thickness, viz" that of the

b~6e D and examine the e~uation

where t
B

is the time for an element to flame i"eo the "residence-time!':

k ' nm.y be regarded as k, modified by a flame shape factor

Voolliscroft givea the following field data"

TaUe 3

* *- r m
,

-log(1 -ft)Fi.re reference Fire type R _t
B RtB

1 - (J'T
F

'4 k= RtEyear and -1number mls s m =1-q IlL

196~ 4 Head!.. 0.146:': 10 1.46 0.80 0.15

Head
1967 3 ('Up slight slope') 0,,06} 13 0,,8t 0,,73 (0.39)

41 Baeking 0,,0133 45, 0.60 0.65 (0.72)

5 HewiIL 0,,0065 13 1" 1~ 0.91 0.004

7i a.till air 0.015 53 0.80 0.53 (0"79)

1968 1 Head 0.088 11 0,,97 0.945 0,,058
-

2 HelUl. 0,,21, 9 1 089 0.86 0.080

4 Head 0015 20 30 00 0072 0" 1 t

*t B was deduced from a measure of' D = R\

- 9 -



I is the measured flame radiation corrected for the orientation of the
.Ill

radiometer with respect to the flame, cr the Stefan-ReItzman constant and

'Tf - th~ absolute flame temperature. Fig. (6) shows a plot of 1 - ~ against.

R't:a and it is not easy to derive a best value for k'. One might justify

treating the still air fire, ani the backirg fire as different from the group of
, ~.:

horizontally spreading head fires on the grounds that theY!,~ould have flames.

of a shape different from those in" head fires. 3

For i;he horlZ'.Ontal head fires/alone, k' w.ould appear to be:

00096" m~1 ~ 0.036 m-1, say 001 m-1 ioeo the ef~ective thickness of the flame

is about t of the base dim.ension if the 'correct' value of k is 003 Jm-
1

(unpublished dat~ df Heselden)1 as used by Voolliscrofto For undeflected
. +,. -

flames of a triangular shape one might expect" the '~ffective .dimension to be t
of the base dimension, but for deflected flames the ratio of the mean thickness

to the base dimension is necessarily" less, see Fig. (7) 0

Such an argument does not explain the apparently very high (and possibly false)

values of k' for the still air and backing fires, but there are too few data

to explore the gross depa.rtures from the general trendo

r:nhe theoretical heat balance

~e now comsider the forward flux of sensible heat per unit width of fire

front and write

+
() II I

+ V\ 9 c = Rw A~

- 10 -
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where h is the height of the fuel bed

L is the length of the flames

r ia the fraartion of radiation emitted by the flames arriving

on the fuel bed (~ ..e. th~ configuration. factor)

-1~ is the- net co~ecti~n-~;""'sfer per ~t- c;os.. section of'

fuel bed . I, , .

q I.. is. the, hea t .loss b'y radiation per unit uidth of fire front
VI- . . '

. which is neglecte-d (aee Appendix 2)

,. :

fro 'e.geae units(5)

disregarding •the weak effects of UJ! and of D on this and assume

l -' e-,~f~t-~ "- r/'Rt&

(am error of-about' 6' per:. cent for the largest value of 1\t-~ is,;,ineurreq. if
. . 1'"

k;' is tati:~ as 0..1 m- )" '

Ve then have

[1 ' "\ -" '~ 5/3 ,2/3 t t r!l1
t) l J + 18 ..6 k LC\ ',WIt & r'J

...

We, shall assume that the cOnVe~tion flux is proportioned to W for a given

initial temP~~~'tu~and ~ given fu~l bed" ,w~ have ~~ed tha1 rl~,; lo~ re..nge

convection heating may be ·small w.e have no w~ of easriLy estimatl.ng the short
, .; '..

range..effect ..'. This' may well 'be non-linear with U' hut we shall assume the

simp1eat. likely relation. as ~a'.I, firat approximatioIro

Tabi~ 4' lists' values of the, terms in b;ackets togeth~r with U ~ to whicfu

tt~ ~ is; expected to be proportional. Fire: 1966/4 i~ treat~d as grass only..

"'This ex>rreJ.ation'is less, "iva-lid, for very high wind speeds and.. large ~/L '

than £or low winds and small niL0 The use of experimental observations for

L weakens the theoretical basis for what follows and incorporates additional

observational error. Apart from Jirf3::'L 1967/5, 1967/6 and 1968/2 which have

relatively short flames in relation to R the measu~d values of L generally

,follow the trend but are on average about 25% shorter than calculated.

- 11 -



·Table 4

Terms in heat balance equation

Year and .i~* Uh R5/3 W,2/3 ¢ t B i f* RW'AR 1.86 R5/3 W,2/3 ¢ iff:"
Test No. Kw/m m2/s (Kw kg.m.s. units) Kw/m Kw/m

1966 2 18 0.53 65 100 120

4 15 0.15 24 67 44

1967 1 14 0.56 13 65 24

2 11 0.22 2.4 7.3 4

3 28 1.31 13 48 24

5 39 1.12 39 150 72

6 80 3.15 106 505 196

7 20 0 4.3 41 8

1968 1 17 0.38 18.7 48 35

2 12 1.67 82 153 152

4 63 1. 91 207 360 384

*Values ofAR i B if and ¢ from references 1-4; other data are) J)
reproduced from these references in Tables (1) and (3).

Values of i B lie between 30 'and 80 Kw/m2 and apart from fire 1967/7 and

1968/3 where ¢ is 0.5. ¢ lies between 0.73 and 0.87, according to the

observations made by Woolliscroft of flame deflection.

Fig.8 shows how the flame radiation per unit width of fire front is

correlated with the wind speed. There is a general - but scattered - upward

trend; . Uh being better than U. It is perhaps noteworthy that the three'::,fires

lying furthest from the trend with U are <that'two gorse fires 1967/6 and

1968/4 with tall fuel, and 1967/3 which is anomalous in most correlations.

It is this correlation that allows Fig.3 to correlate the data

empirically in terms of U irrespective of whether it is the convection or

flame radiation that is responsible but it is only the lack of cqmplete

correlation, that, could be used to separate the effects of ,convection 'and flame

radiation in the heat balance. The data are too few in number to allow this

to be effected successfully.
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From Table 4 one can see how RwIA~ everywhere exceeds i~ (except

for the fire 1967/2 which had continually to be relit as it bended, to go out

owini to the'une¥enness of the fuel)o Ve now plot in Figo 9 the excess, viz

. , DIAH - iBh against R5/ 3; ;2/3 /J t:B ir
'j

and the line with the "expected" slope based on k t == 001m and Ciw/)2/3' = 1806

paseee through the body of the data , Fig. 9 is not suitable for predicting

R 'because R appea:;-s on both axes. It simply indicates that broadly the

value of R' appears to be reasonably self consistant with a heat balance

based, on the. ~diation through the fuel bed and from the flames a However

we cannot accept this correlation: such spread is not necessarily stable?

since values of 1086 R5/3w,.2/3 i tB i;r substantially exceeds 105 i.:sh for

several of the fireso If for any reason:: one were to suppose that flame

radiation had been oveI'-estinated eogo the flame was not continuous, fhen

there could be a contribution:. from convec.tio:m becaaiae of i ts-corr~latio:n with

flame radiation (Fig. 8).

The inclusion of some convec.tion increases the effective forward f'Lux

and enables the stability criterion to be satisfiedo

Figo , 1 0 s~owa mllA.IBI. - ~ln against Uh from which it is seen that

(neglecting flame radiation) we could take a wind dependant flux, (re~arded'-here

as. ~o~v~ctiO~) EllS

''16 = 130 UJ Kw/m

This gives an upper limit to q"c

The equafri om

WI Il H, = iBJni + 130 Ul:D.

maw be written as

-+- 130 UJ
AD.

w,here

anch , ,

~.B
AH
130
Ali

-2 -1is of order 0.05 kg m s

is; of order 0 0 11 kg m-3

. (3)-This latter value is about 50% grea.ter than:the comparable value in Figa

* .
Eq,uatian.-(3) JJ'EiY be regarded as an approximation to equabLom (7)

neglecting variat'ion in. iBm and 4Ho



Unlike Fig. 9, Fig. 10 (and Fig. 3 to which it is closely related)

has R only on one a.xiSl. Howev;er we can no more dismiss flame radiation than

dismisa convectaon, There is therefore some uncertainty in the relative

contributiolil of flame radiation and convection. We can presume that flame

radiation is Lesa than calculated because it has been caleulated on the

ooaumption that the t'lame is continuous.

Let the actual flame radiation be' a fraction ..( «0 of that calculated,

and, convecta.on, a fraction f « I) of the upper limit to q~. Eenee

iBf + (j.. 18.6 ~' R.,S/3 vJ2/3 /J t B if + [3 '30 0 ~
,

= RW Am

where '~+ f~1

0( .18.6 k' f<-Sh vJ 2/3 P t B if

~h + f3.130v'0.

,
We, neglect CV j,. (see Appen<lix 2).

USling the largest ratiQS of 18.6 k' Rsh W
I2/3 rp t

B
i.~/~h (Test 1968/'d!.)

viz 12.4, this inequality is satisfied so long as 0( <'0. SO. Without

convection (f';= 0) and' using measured values of _L we would still require 0<'. -(.0. SO.

Thus flame. radiation cannot be more than about so% the value calculated

as8Ullli.ng the flame is continuous, and convection cannot be less than 6S vc.. .
If this is identified with the flux

6S V
•
•= ,,

V is the effective velocity of the gases in the fuel bed

y.. • T. + e0.17
U • e

e is somewhSlt uncertain but soaOa would be a reasonable estimate SO that,
l

where

we have

appronmately ~ is of order 0.2 - 0~3.

This is about 2-3 times the minimum estimate in Appendix I which is at least

consf.atent with the mad,n oonvective/effect being (as might be expected) short

range where the flow is mainly upward and faster than the value obtained a

long lm¥ downwind which is what has been estimated in Appendix 1;;:,
"

In Fig. "9 the line is drawn from a, prioriconsiderations - viz, the,
value of k a.nd, the relation between flame length and burning rate. In

Itlg.10 the line is fitted. The graphs are essentially different in that R

appeSlrS on both sides in ,Fig. 9. li'ig.11 shows a heat bSllance, similar in

- 14 -



form. to Fig. 9 and 10 but where the horizontal axis is based on taking

tI... = 0.5 smd f;:: 0.5 as. discussed! above; little difference is observed

wi th ¢..:: 0.3 and. fJ:;: 0.7.

Short of a full statistical analysis - complicated by the presence of R

in two teI'lIlS; in an equatd on which does not give R explicitly, by tolerances

on the v;alues of all the measured and estimated quaIities. e.g. fue 1 bed height,

fuel burnt, and lly~ ,illlib.omogeiJ.eity . j) in. the data - one cannot readily obtain:

the best values of O( S. 13- ..

However we can calc.:ulate values. of R for selected values of b(. andf
for comparison with the observed data..

Consider e~uation

e~ua.tion ( 4) wi th

(j... and, p .
viz

(5)) with Eo§- retained in its original form, i.el)

9'~ ~ U and introduce the two disposable constants

which may be rewritten alB

1l.
+ ~ (1 -X) 1.- e = (9)-x X"Y

ft. 13OU)where A. iBh (1 ( ktB r:;: + w'Am ~

B 0( 1.86 if /J ktB 1/3= (7)AOH

and X = ktB R.

Figure (12 ) shows the A..-B plane and. some values of x.

For a;ny test result A and B can be calculaited and x found. WithiIL the

shaded &rea. two values. of x can be. obtained for given A and B i.e. both slow

ethin flame) and fast (thic'k flame) spread are possible there. At the apex

of the area ~he two e~uilJh;rW. .merge. into one.

The simplest method of evaluating x is to dra~ a line through the point

A, B determined. from experimental data to touch the (b.) cuzve tangentially:

x is. then the. intercept on the A axis.

- 15 -



Comparison between observed and calculatred rates of spread,

Values of A and, B have been calculated-·for-the· experimental data and

Fig. (12) used to caleulate ~ and hence Ro These are shown in Table 5

for, ~ = 0.3 ) f =0.7 and 01.... =[3= 0.5.

Table 5

Year Test R observed R calculated
No. m/s eX. = 0.); fI( = 0.5

1966" 2 0.067 0.056" -
4 0.146 0.068 0.065

1967 1 0.045 0.048 0.048

2- 0.018 0.12 -
3 0.063 0.22 -
5 0.086 0.13 0.12

(5 0.30 0.36 0.32 i
"

7 0.015 0.008 0.008 )i
,

1968 1 0.088 0.12 0.13 i

2 0.21 0.28 0.24

4 0.15 0.13 0 014

The calc:ulations show that three fires would have, no • slow' mode of

*spread for p( = 0.5 and for 0<.. = 0.3, wo haVie still unrealistically

high values.

Fires 1966/2 and 1968/1 can spread in both modes, the former being just

on, .the critical condition above which no slow mode is possible. The

intermittent behaviour of 1967/2 may be associated with this well defined

theoretical lack of a slow mode.

By and large. the results for the head fires are reasonably satisfactory.

Fire 1967/3 appears to spread much slower than expected. The fires 1966/4

and; 1967/7 spread. somewhat faster than expected.

Even though 1966/4 has been treated as a grass fire the discrepancies

=t readily be removed by adjusting rX. and j5 within a realistic range,

but appear to be. associated wi th the estimated value of Ali.

*The previous statement that the stability criterion was satisfied

by ~<' 0.5 was based on observed values of R.

- 1/1 -



It is. noteWoorthy that these three fires 1966/4, 1967/7 and 1967/6 all ¢ng

above the line in Fig. 11, have the wettest fuels and accordingly have been.

given values of 6. H by W.oolliscroft substantially higher than the others

because of high measured moisture contents. It w,ill be recalled that we have.

pzevd.ousIy commented that the inclusion. of

Fig. 3 worsens ito

A H in the correlation iIll

With such fev data it is difficult to pursue discussion of apparent

anomalies :~.or· to optimize the values Of. 0<.. and p.
DiscusaioD-

It should be reca;Lled that we have assumed the wind dependent flux

(other than fiame radiation) varies linear~ with wind speed and that Fig. 8,.
shows am upw.ard trend' of flame radiation with wind speed, but with considerable

scatter. Several experiments on the effect of wind on fires in .beds of

pine' nee<lles9,1°have shown a more than proportio~l increase insp~ad rate

with increasing wind and this suggests that the correlation obtained here is

*perhaps limited to wind speeds. only up to about 4 mls. If more data are

eollec:te<ill from controlled burns it might be possible to establish theories

on a firmer physiccal basis, but it is dcnibtful if it is profitable to do so at

present 0

If the flame length correlation were maintained at high rates of spread

and t B• (J i B and if' are trea.ted 'aa. constant, eq;uation (9) gives R in

terms of,' U. '" R increases. more than proportionately to U over a

substantial practical range. EMm:if:tbe effect is relatively not as great IiIlS

reported for pine needles. These parameters cannot; strictly be regarded as
insensitive' to wind speed and to treat them other than as measured parameters

(which strict~ a full theory needs to do) would be well beyond the scope of

this papero However it is probable that. treating, them as rel&tive~

insensitive to wind speed and reserving the main effect of wind for the

indirect effect of rate of spread! on flame radiation IaIld on convection is s,,'
useful first approximationo

.*
BoundSlry layer convection from the bent over flame to the fuel bed may be

important in spread over pine needles and inl3ignificant for fires

discussed here. The inclusion of a. convection term depending on L U
would increase the dependance of R on U.

- 17 -



The azmlysis has not resolved the question of when one should base rates

of spread on: all the fuel· in a mixture and when only one component carries

the fire,.though if there is a large difference in the moisture content of the

thin and the thick fuel, i.e. if drying weather has. not persisted long enough

tQ dry out thicker fuel, one may perhaps expect that the burning of only

the thin fuel 1's 'more likely,:.,; Nor has it resolved the role of moisture.
I

In the range U < 4 m/s and M < 6(J}6, W should be taken, provisionally.
, I

as 0.45Wor fJ.r ~ 0.45 {t . The dependence of the rate of spread. on U

is suggested as part"}y'a direct dependence on convection, and partly on flame
"radiation which is eopelated with tl ...

In repo~ting data on fires, controlled burns or wildfires, information

on fuel height 'is necessary. To prepa.re for a.narYses (presumably statistical)

in the future 'tlie description of the fuel and weather condition should

include information on the extent of thin fuels, especially grass, in the fuel
. .

bed. and information which either gives the moisture content of such fuel

separate from the other, fuel or from which it could be inferred, e.g. the fire

danger indeX:' for preceding days to which the moisture contents of thin and

thick fuels ~ould be 'expected to be related.in different ways.

Conclusions

A'1though theory at present canaot specify whether the total fuel or the

part burnt is the more useful term for correlstion purposes nor

resolved the roles of moisture .conbent and the effect of mixtures of fuels,

we- have found ,

(a) .. provisional, empiriceal correlation between rate of spread)

fuel bulk density and wind speed up to 4 m/s

(b) . 'a correJ.ation between the framtion of fuel burnt and

moisture. content

(c) that flame radiation is controlled by an effective attenuation

coefficient of 0.1 m-1 but is, from stability arguments,

t or less than that calculsted for a continuous flame

(CIll) that a ternu which appears to represent convection heating

can be- accommodated into head; balance e<lt.uations for

the spread.

- 18 -
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~PENDIX I

Horizontal flow of ga.ses in fuel bed

profile

fuel bed

---~'-------"";':'-----" .. ~, ..._,

.. .
The following treatment to estim:j;e: the velocity downwind in the fuel bed

"
is. highly simplified. Ve assume all the drag of the -:free stream wind is'

taken up ~y the fuelbeli and thence to the g~O'i:liid';'

The resistance .Ln a bed of ranCi1.omly· packed spheres is given by
Ergum i.a,< 1=2)

where

wJ1ere:

and

~ Cb _J~ 150 (f- e~~
+ 1.75=

&~Vc;VX ,-~ ~ V1-

$ ,.;ts the pressure gradient

<t is the porosity

J, is ~ characteristic dimension = ~
6" is the specific surface

~ is the gas density

15V is the mass flow per unit total bed cross section

oj ia the kinema.tic viscosity.

This. expression refers to spheres and the effect of cylindrical type

obatruations would be to alter the coefficients 150 &e- 1.75 but by little

relative to order of nagnitude changesin. tr, U etc.

- ~g -



In terms, of our previous notation we, -hawe. .

A = I-~.
fs

SO = 6" e~
" •. '. 4 ~'l . \~

where J~~' j;~ the. ~ensity of tI:~ solid fuel

S is; the same expresaion as the radiation attenuation

(5)

~_ g ~ ~-2 ~ ( 1OO~ S )3':> r J, V" + 1075 ..-

coeffic.ient of the bed

":L.... -3"""""' II;:, _: \0 __.

; :'" ,
Hence

ao

Now

To balance the horioontal preesure gradient by a shear force, we put

,",-.:
!

.r£t ~ .etk
aT- .' ...' ,: ~d>~', ..

'..

Treating V as constant we have . ;"

where -t...
and! we- put

La the heig)1t of the fuel bed

V·\ 2 .
- .J

2

I ..... "

wllere Cob is. a. drag croefili<tient

We. tam, as typical values

. , ···.:.;1 (1)
S e 3,,0 m.

0

~ 0<>45
2 10-4 III 2/5= x.

, '. "

~ 1...75so that 100,s;:
V

~ ~ 1 + J~'~

. "
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and. since S> is of order 10-2 - 10-1

V ~~ J~2 CD ;S
U or

WrY• ',7h ~ 7

where W is the fuel loading kg/m2

Putting d ~ 3 J[ 10-2 S -1
h 0.5 Dl= 3.0 m =D

•
V • U

• TO

Thia is representative of downwind conditions but it does. not really represent

the ~r flow near the fire front because the fuel bea, which does not enst

behind the fire front, is more like a step in the path of the wind, and air

must enter the fuel bed from the re~ and tend to rise up through it as im

the sketch below.

> ~

j ~\\b\, fu\.. e1 bed

- ~~C\ \ _~\)\ \
•

direction of spread - 7

These upwar& components of the flows which are different for different fuel

beds will affect the flame profile. Indeed one might consider the ratio

of S'~ (or (Jw/en f s) as am additional dimensionless parameter for modelling

fires sprearling in a wind:. 6wlp is, in effect, the surface area of fuel

per unit ground area. The diffek:ce betweem the deflection of the flame

front wd-thin the fuel bed and the flame above, the fuel bed is a possible

explanation of the inadequacy referred to by Woolliscroft of the. laboratory

flame def'Lec'td.on es.a measure. of field behaviour.
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APPENDIX II

Heat loss

Radiation is only lost from those surfaces which "see" outside the fuel

", bed.

."

is the radiation transfer coefficient 0.02 kW/m2oC at 3000CI.'where

The effective distance over which the unburnt fuel is heated in the absence
1of flames is -, where s is the attenuation coefficient in the fuel, and with
s

long flames it is of order L. Woolliscroft reports values of ~ of 0.3 m for

various fires and L is generally greater than this. The maximum effective

temperature rise of this fuel is the ignition temperature 300oC. Hence the

radiation component of '7~ is

I1~rad) -<.0< 300 L'

I
'tl..(rad) -< 6 L kW/m

2

This represents a fraction 'f' of the total flux where

.c 6L
J = Rf~ ,6.H.h.

This is greatest at low rates of spread and R r.( ~H.h. has a minimum value of

about 40 kW/m where L has a value of about 1 m so that f <15%. L is

greatest (5 m) for test 1968/4 for which Rf~ ~H.h. is 360 kW/m so thatf < 10%. We shall accordingly neglect the relatively low loss of uncertain

value.
If

Convection Loaa is absorbed into the estimate of ~c which is net flux.

As a consequence of these arguments no special provision need be made .for heat

loss.

It is likely that the higher estimate of the heat loss derived by Thomas

and used by Woolliscroft is more appropriate to cribs where

(a) a large part of the surface can lose radiation to outside the

cribs, i.e. the fuel bed is small compared with a radiation

attenuation "mean path" •

(b) there is little wind so that parts of the crib ahead of the fire

front lose heat by natural convection ~o outside the crib and

not to other parts of the crib.
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Tl!l.ble 1

: Controlled Ne>li Forest Burns

-
.'

Fire reference 'U' Moisture
year and number Fire' type Wind speed Fuel content t B Fuel bed' Bulk density

%
Bulk density . Rate of

(see reference % height of fuel burnt of fuel burnt spread
1-4) m/s s m k/~ k/nV R m/s

1966/2 Head 1.33 Heather 38 35 0.40 6.81 43 2.96 0.0675

1966/4 Hea:.m 0.425 Dwarf' 'gorse 59
Cross' leaved heath 40 10 0.35 5.84 56 3.27 0.146
Fine grass, 25

45% HeaIther
1967/1 Head 1.25 49% Dwarf'. gorse 35 15.5 0.45 5.4 50 2.7 '0.045

6% Fine grass ..
1967/2 Head 1•.0 ,Heather 4Q* 28 0.22 3,,9 33* 1.6* 0.018

80% Heather ,
1967/3

,* . 40* *Head 3.75 15% Gorse 40 13 0.35 4.2 1.7 _,Q.063
5% Bracken

z

.. -,

1967/5 Head 2.25 Heather 41 13 0.50 7.3 36 2.6 0.006.'-
' .

1967/6
. :

Head 2.25
,

Gorse 60 4.7 1.40 . 2.9 25 0.7 . 0.30 :

75% Heather
.. ..

1967/7 Still.air 0 12'/0 Grass 50 53 0·5.9 ' 7.2 50 . 3.6 ' 0.015
8% Gorse .
4% Leaves

"
'. , .... , '.

..'
.'

- 97% Heaither .

1968/1 Head 0.75 3% Grass 30 11 0.50 2.43 43 1.05 ,0.008

-

I
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T&ble 1 (cont I d)

Controlled Ne~ Forest Burns

Fire, reference 'u' Moisture
year and number content t B Fuel bed Bulk-density % Bulk densi ty Rate of
(see. reference Fire type Wind speed .FUel.

% height of fuel burnt of fuel burnt spread
1-4) m/s ..

S IDl :. k/ri? k/,;) R m/E>--

1968/2 Heael 4.17
86% Heacther 30 9 0.40 2.17 63 1.7 0.2114% Grass 18,

46% Gorse 26 -
1968/3 Flank (1.12) 25% Heath 30 39 0.35 7.2 52 3.75 0.028

29% Grass 9

1968/4 Head 1.27 Gorse 35 20 1.50 3.09 48 1.5 0.15

..
Estimates

For other data, see references 1-4.

V:sJ.ues of if lie betweelll 154 and 192 ldI/m2 except for 1967/7 where it wsa 123 ~/m2.

\i&1ues of H between 1 and 1.8 x 106 joule/kg.

l!\
C\l
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